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What are we measuring? Novices agree amongst themselves
(but not always with experts) in their assessment of dog
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Abstract
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Humans differ in how they perceive, assess, and measure animal behaviour. This is
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problematic because strong observer bias can reduce statistical power, accuracy of
scientific inference, and in the worst cases, lead to spurious results. Unfortunately,
reports and studies of measurement reliability in animal behaviour studies are rare.
Here, we investigated two aspects of measurement reliability in working dogs: inter‐
observer agreement and criterion validity (comparing novice ratings with those given
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by experts). Here, we extend for the first time a powerful framework used in human
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than others; (b) that some subjects are easier to observe than others; and (c) that
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psychological studies to investigate three potential aspects of (dis)agreement in nonhuman animal behaviour research: (a) that some behaviours are easier to observe
observers with different levels of experience with the subject animal give the same
or different ratings. We found that novice observers with the same level of experience agreed upon measures of a wide range of behaviours. We found no evidence
that age of the dogs affected agreement between these same novice observers.
However, when observers with different levels of experience (i.e., novices vs. a working dog expert) assessed the same dogs, agreement appeared to be strongly affected
by the measurement instrument used to assess behaviour. Given that animal behaviour research often utilizes different observers with different levels of experience,
our results suggest that further tests of how different observers may measure behaviour in different ways are needed across a wider variety of organisms and measurement instruments.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

function, motivation, or purpose of the nonhuman subject animal (or
lack thereof) is often implied. Added to this inherent human bias are

A fundamental issue in scientific research is that human observa-

two problematic issues: one, it is typical often only to have a single

tions are biased (Meagher, 2009). The idea that different people

observer rate or code observed behaviours of interest in studies of

may give different assessments of the same observation or phe-

animal behaviour (reviewed in Burghardt et al., 2012; Kaufman &

nomena is especially relevant in studies of animal behaviour, where

Rosenthal, 2009), and two, human disagreement of the definition of
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behaviour is widespread. In a survey of members of three scientific

make observation more accurate. The issue of “good judge” (i.e.,

societies involved in animal behaviour research, Levitis, Lidicker, and

the impact of observers’ experience) is of particular concern to a

Freund (2009) found that respondents, when asked to define “be-

number of behavioural studies (Duncan & Pillay, 2012; Phythian,

haviour”, tended to contradict themselves, each other and published

Michalopoulou, Duncan, & Wemelsfelder, 2013; Tami & Gallagher,

definitions, leading the authors to conclude that humans involved

2009). For example, researchers are often cautious of using ob-

in animal behaviour research use individually variable intuitive (and

servers unfamiliar with the study species (Meagher, 2009; Petelle

therefore subjective) meanings of common, fundamental concepts

& Blumstein, 2014). However, some research suggests that while

in the field. Simply put, human measures of animal behaviour can

reliability of measures increases with level of observers’ expe-

reflect properties of the human observer (and not of the subject an-

rience with the study animal, observers less acquainted with

imal), but the extent to which this is the case is currently unknown.

subjects can also obtain satisfactory agreement amongst them-

The impact of human bias on scientific inference in animal be-

selves and others considered more “expert” (Fratkin et al., 2015;

haviour studies has a long history dating from the 1970s (Caro,

Martau, Caine, & Candland, 1985; Wemelsfelder, Hunter, Mendl,

Roper, Young, & Dank, 1979; Johnson & Bolstad, 1973), and sections

& Lawrence, 2000).

on reliability of measurement are a regular component of many an-

In this study, we investigated the reliability of ratings used to

imal behaviour textbooks (e.g., Martin & Bateson, 1993). Two re-

measure the behaviour of odour‐detection working dogs (Canis

views, however, point to the general lack of reliability controls in

familiaris) in standardized tests using Funder’s (1995) framework.

recent animal behaviour research. Kaufman and Rosenthal (2009)

Idiosyncratic variation in dog behaviour is well‐established (Jones

reviewed 100 articles from two volumes of Animal Behaviour and

& Gosling, 2005; Sinn, Gosling, & Hilliard, 2010; Svartberg, Tapper,

found that 96 of these studies failed to report any estimates of inter‐

Temrin, Radesater, & Thorman, 2005), and characterization of dog

observer agreement. Similarly, in a thorough review of five leading

personality is of great theoretical (e.g., Bensky, Gosling, & Sinn,

animal behaviour journals during the last five decades, Burghardt

2013) and applied concern (e.g., Sinn et al., 2010). Dog personal-

et al. (2012) found that <10% of empirical research reported meth-

ity is commonly measured using ratings, which typically consist of

ods for reducing observer bias, and only 3.5% reported any form of

assigning a Likert‐scale value (such as 1–5) for a behavioural trait

statistical reliability measures. Clearly, while most would agree that

based on observed behaviours, for example, “confidence” or “ag-

reliable measurements are a critical component of any scientific re-

gressiveness” (Sinn et al., 2010; Wilsson & Sinn, 2012). While some

search, it appears that much research in animal behaviour generally

studies have demonstrated that ratings can have high agreement,

seems to ignore this issue.

the same studies also report that some ratings do not (Gosling,

Reliability as a concept includes several related aspects, includ-

1998, 2001; Gosling et al., 2003; King, Weiss, & Sisco, 2008; Ley,

ing “blind” measurements, test‐retest consistency, and internal con-

McGreevy, & Bennett, 2009; Sinn et al., 2010; Uher & Asendorpf,

sistency of aggregate measurements (Burghardt et al., 2012; Caro

2008; Wielebnowski, 1999). Despite the observation of variable

et al., 1979). Here, we focus on two major components of reliabil-

agreement for different ratings (within and across studies), little

ity, inter‐observer agreement and criterion validity (John & Soto,

is known concerning any broad trends. Here, we apply Funder’s

2007). Inter‐observer agreement (hereafter, “agreement”) measures

(1995) framework in an attempt to systematically identify areas

the concordance between codings or ratings of behaviour of the

of observer bias in animal behavioural research. We tested: (a)

same subject made by different observers. Strong agreement be-

whether inter‐observer agreement was strongly influenced by the

tween observers suggests that measures are indeed characteristics

ratings themselves (i.e., Funder's “good trait”), (b) whether the age

of the subject animal, rather than characteristics related to the ob-

of the dog influenced agreement of the rating (i.e., “good target”),

server (Gosling, Kwan, & John, 2003; Kaufman & Rosenthal, 2009).

and (c) whether minimally trained novice ratings matched those

Criterion validity (hereafter, “validity”) is an index of how accurate a

given by experts (i.e., our measure of validity, or in Funder's termi-

measurement is in describing what it is aiming to measure (Vazire,

nology “good judge”).

Gosling, Dickey, & Schaprio, 2007).
Reliability of measures are more commonly reported in studies on human psychology and medical research (Gosling, 2001).
Perhaps not surprisingly, within the human psychological literature, there is a framework on how to study measurement reliability

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Subjects

(see also Caro et al., 1979 for a less well‐defined, but synonymous

A total of 38 Labrador retrievers from the Australian Custom Service

framework for ethology). Funder (1995) proposed four broad

and Border Patrol Detector Dog program (hereafter “AUS Custom”)

categories where differences in agreement between observers

were given standardized behavioural assessments at 3, 6, 9 and

can arise: good judge, that some people might be better observ-

12 months of age from November 2012 to January 2013. These as-

ers than others; good target, the possibility that some subjects

sessments are used to guide decisions regarding the fate of dogs,

are easier to observe than others; good trait, that some traits (or

either as AUS Custom detector dogs or pets. Sample sizes for each

behaviours) are easier to observe (or predict) than others; and

of the four ages varied due to the working dog program's logisti-

good information, that certain kinds of information (or definitions)

cal constraints, so from the pool of 38 dogs, 10 were assessed at

|
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3 months, 6 at 6 months, 13 at 9 months, and 9 at 12 months. No
dog contributed data to more than one age.

3

2.3 | Training of novices and the independent expert

Human participants included an independent expert dog

Novices and the independent expert (hereafter, “human partici-

handler (“expert”) and six university undergraduate students

pants”) were individually given brief training prior to contributing

(“novices”). The independent “expert” (ST) had over 20 years of

data for analysis. Based on our own experiences, we believe the

professional experience working with and assessing dogs, was very

level of training given to novices here was similar to what is often

familiar with the AUS Custom's behavioural assessment prior to the

provided to new participants and volunteers used in animal behav-

study and had used a similar assessment tool in a professional set-

ioural research. A standardized form with the description of each of

ting previously for over a decade. The novice group had no profes-

the behaviours assessed at the different ages was provided to each

sional experience working with dogs and no previous training with

of the participants together with a verbal explanation by the first au-

the scientific measurement of dog behaviour beyond the training

thor (KLM) for each of the behaviours (see Table S1). Human partici-

provided as part of this study (see below). All novices had previ-

pants were then shown eight training videos that consisted of two

ous experience owning dogs as pets (mean ownership = 17 years;

dogs at each age and were told what ratings the AUS Custom's dog

SD = 9.49).

trainers had assigned the dogs for each of the behaviours. During
the training, participants were encouraged to ask questions, rewind,

2.2 | Standardized behavioural
assessments and ratings

pause and re‐watch the videos as much as they needed. Next, each
participant was given 12 additional training videos, three videos of
dogs at each age, and were asked to assign ratings to the dogs in the

The behaviours observed and rated in the assessments differed

video. Videos were watched in age intervals with 3‐month‐old dogs

across ages. Dogs aged 3 and 6 months were given seven ratings,

shown first, then 6‐, 9‐, and 12‐month‐old dogs. After the additional

whereas 9‐ and 12‐month‐old dogs were given five ratings. All

training videos, human participants were informed what ratings the

ratings were given on a 5‐point Likert scale. Only full points were

AUS Custom dog trainers had assigned to videos, and their scores

given at 3 and 6 months; half points were used at 9 and 12 months.

were compared. We set a minimum match criterion of 70% abso-

A lower rating indicated a lack of a particular behaviour, whereas a

lute agreement between AUS Custom's dog trainers’ ratings and our

higher rating indicated that a dog performed a particular behaviour

participants’ ratings; all participants met this criterion after the de-

more so during an assessment. The seven ratings at 3 and 6 months

scribed training, which lasted approximately 2 hr. For data collection,

described the dog's ability to chase and retrieve a scented towel

novices and the independent expert watched the videos individually

(“chase retrieve”), its ability to interact and hold a scented towel

in assigned random order using a standardized form. For all videos,

(hereafter “towel”) on its own (“independent possession”), its desire

participants were allowed to watch the videos at their own pace, and

to carry and grab onto a towel during tug‐of‐war (“physical posses-

rewind, pause and re‐watch the videos, but were instructed not to

sion”), its ability to find a hidden towel (“hunt grass”, “hunt 1”, and

talk about their ratings with other participants during the study pe-

“hunt 2”) as well as its overall activity level (“activity”). The five rat-

riod. Participants completed their ratings in approximately 1 month.

ings given at 9 and 12 months described the dog's eagerness to find
a hidden towel (“eagerness to retrieve”), its reliance on olfactory
cues when searching a line of pots for a hidden towel (“investigative

2.4 | Ethical note

search”), the level of assistance the dogs needed from the handler

All procedures in this study were in accordance with the human eth-

to locate a hidden towel (“independence”), the dog's determination

ics committee at the University of Tasmania (H0017115) and with

and persistence when searching for a towel (“hunt drive”), and the

the 1964 Helsinki declaration. Subject dogs were completely under

dog's level of enthusiasm and time it took for the dog to pick up a

the care of government veterinarians (AUS Custom detector dog

towel once it had been located (“recovery of aid”). See support-

program), and research did not include authors’ interactions with or

ing information (Table S1) for more detailed description of the be-

manipulations of dog subjects.

havioural assessments. The differences in the two measurement
instruments for younger (3 and 6 months) versus older dogs (9 and
12 months) reflected AUS Custom's desire to subject older dogs to

2.5 | Statistical analysis

a semi‐realistic context that could be used during the final stages

We used the intra‐class correlation coefficient (ICC [2, k]; Shrout &

of their selection process.

Fleiss, 1979) to test for agreement between novices for each rat-

Different AUS Custom dog trainers handled the dogs during the

ing at each age and considered ICC coefficients ≥0.70 as indicat-

behavioural assessments and the assessments lasted for approx-

ing “acceptable” agreement, and those <0.70 as indicating “poorer”

imately 10–15 min and occurred in the same environment at each

agreement (Cicchetti, 1994; John & Soto, 2007). There were several

age. The behavioural assessments were videotaped using a camera

cases where there was no variation in a rating assigned to the same

(GoPro HD HERO2) attached to the AUS Custom dog trainer's head.

dog at the same age, both within and between two or more novices.

The novices and our independent expert rated the dogs at a later

Due to the lack of variation in a rating (indicating either high agree-

date after watching video recordings.

ment or low variation in dog behaviour or both), ICCs could not be

4
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estimated. There were three of 48 estimates where this occurred

As different measurement instruments were used at 3/6 months

and, in these cases, we used percentage agreement to index agree-

and 9/12 months, we limited our age comparisons to those using

ment. However, as the number of ratings with insufficient variation

the same instrument (i.e., we compared 3 months to 6 months and

was small compared to the overall number of ratings, and because

9 months to 12 months only).

percentage agreement does not correct for agreement that would

Finally, to test whether the experience level of the observer

be expected by chance alone (Bartko, 1991; Hallgren, 2012), we re-

affected specific ratings or ages (i.e., Funder's “good judge”), we

port these estimates but do not discuss them further.

used Fisher's r‐to‐z to average validity estimates within a rating

Validity estimates of novice ratings compared to our independent

across ages, and amongst ratings within an age, respectively, and

expert ratings were evaluated using Pearson's correlations. Validity

used 95% confidence intervals to assess any differences in va-

estimates for each of the ratings given at each age were calculated

lidity estimates across ratings and amongst ratings across ages.

by first correlating the expert's ratings with each individual novice

Statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.3.0 (R Core

rating, then averaging the observed single correlation coefficients

Team, 2016) using the irr package (Gamer, Lemon, Fellows, &

using Fisher's r to z formula (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980).

Singh, 2012).

We tested whether agreement between novices was different
between ratings (i.e., Funder's “good trait”) by averaging agreement
coefficients for each rating across all ages. For each rating at each
age, we converted ICC estimates to a z‐value, averaged them across
ages for that rating, then reverse‐transformed the average z to an

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Funder's “good trait”

average r with associated 95% confidence intervals (Fisher, 1915).

The grand mean of novice agreement estimates for all ratings at

Statistically, differences between ratings’ average agreement were

3 and 6 months of age was high (r = 0.86, CI = 0.80–0.90), as was

assessed against the criterion of overlapping confidence intervals

the grand mean for all ratings during 9‐ and 12‐month assessments

(CIs). When n ≥ 10, if CI error bars overlap by half, p ≈ 0.05. If the

(r = 0.86, CI = 0.80–0.90; Table 1). At 3 and 6 months of age, agree-

tips of the error bars just touch, p ≈ 0.01 (Cumming, Fidler, & Vaux,

ment ranged from 0.53 (“hunt grass”) to 0.98 (“hunt 1”). At 9 and

2007). We considered any CI error bar overlap >50% to indicate

12 months of age, agreement ranged from 0.64 (“recovery of aid”)

p > 0.05.

to 0.96 (“investigative search”). Within this overall high agreement

Similarly, to test whether the age of the dog impacted on the

amongst novices, there were, however, statistically significant

agreement of observers’ ratings (i.e., Funder's “good target”), we

differences in average agreement between some of the ratings.

averaged novice agreement estimates from all ratings within a sin-

Across 3‐ and 6‐month ratings, three ratings with the lowest ob-

gle age using Fischer's r‐to‐z and compared average agreement for

served agreement (“physical possession”, “independent possession”

ratings amongst different ages by observing overlap of 95% CIs.

and “hunt grass”) had complete non‐overlap of CIs with “hunt 2”,

TA B L E 1

Agreement amongst six novice observers for behavioural ratings of working dogs

Behaviour

3 month (95% CI)

6 month (95% CI)

Rating average (95% CI)

Chase retrieve

90%

83%

–

Physical possession

0.73 (0.51 to 0.91)

0.82 (0.44 to 0.97)

0.78 (0.67 to 0.85)

Independent possession

0.86 (0.65 to 0.96)

0.88 (0.64 to 0.98)

0.87 (0.85 to 0.89)

Hunt grass

0.53 (−0.15 to 0.86)

0.80 (0.37 to 0.97)

0.69 (0.33 to 0.87)

Hunt 1

0.98 (0.95 to 0.99)

0.71 (0.11 to 0.96)

0.92 (0.21 to 0.99)

Hunt 2

0.94 (0.87 to 0.98)

0.96 (0.88 to 0.99)

0.95 (0.93 to 0.97)

Activity

70%

0.60 (−0.25 to 0.94)

–

Age average

0.88 (0.65 to 0.96)

0.83 (0.69 to 0.91)

Grand x̄ = 0.86 (0.80 to 0.90)

Behaviour

9 month (95% CI)

12 month (95% CI)

Rating average (95% CI)

Eagerness to retrieve

0.86 (0.69 to 0.95)

0.86 (0.63 to 0.96)

0.86 (0.86 to 0.86)

Investigative search

0.96 (0.92 to 0.99)

0.91 (0.76 to 0.98)

0.94 (0.87 to 0.97)

Level of independence

0.80 (0.56 to 0.93)

0.81 (0.52 to 0.95)

0.81 (0.80 to 0.81)

Hunt drive

0.87 (0.71 to 0.95)

0.86 (0.66 to 0.97)

0.87 (0.85 to 0.87)

Recovery of aid

0.81 (0.59 to 0.93)

0.64 (0.09 to 0.91)

0.74 (0.52 to 0.86)

Age average

0.88 (0.79 to 0.93)

0.83 (0.74 to 0.90)

Grand x̄ = 0. 86 (0.80 to 0.90)

Note. Estimates of agreement coefficients using the intra‐class correlation coefficient (ICCs) are given with their associated 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) in parentheses. Percentage agreement coefficients were calculated when two or more observers had zero variability in ratings for a particular item
across and within dogs. Percentage agreement estimates do not contribute to average estimates reported.
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5

F I G U R E 1 Average inter‐observer agreement amongst novices (intra‐class correlation coefficient and associated 95% confident intervals)
for behaviour ratings across (a) 3‐ and 6‐month‐old dogs, and (b) 9‐ and 12‐month‐old dogs. Different letters indicate that there was no
overlap in confidence intervals. Different letters show statistical significance. The dashed line represents “acceptable validity”

TA B L E 2
trainer

Validity estimates of six novice observers’ behavioural ratings of working dogs when compared to an independent expert dog

Behaviour

3 month (95% CI)

6 month (95% CI)

Rating average (95% CI)

Chase retrieve

0.88 (0.58 to 0.97)

0.88 (0.23 to 0.99)

0.88 (0.88 to 0.88)

Physical possession

0.84 (0.43 to 0.96)

0.50 (−0.53 to 0.93)

0.71 (0.22 to 0.92)

Independent possession

0.91 (0.65 to 0.98)

0.53 (−0.49 to 0.94)

0.79 (0.14 to 0.96)

Hunt grass

0.31 (−0.39 to 0.78)

0.29 (−0.68 to 0.89)

0.30 (0.28 to 0.32)

Hunt 1

0.67 (0.06 to 0.91)

0.87 (0.19 to 0.99)

0.79 (0.51 to 0.92)

Hunt 2

0.91 (0.67 to 0.98)

0.99 (0.98 to 0.99)

0.97 (0.76 to 0.99)

Activity

0.41 (0.72 to 0.93)

0.93 (0.72 to 0.98)

0.78 (−0.15 to 0.98)

Age average

0.77 (0.57 to 0.89)

0.84 (0.51 to 0.95)

Grand x̄ = 0.81 (0.73 to 0.87)

Behaviour

9 month (95% CI)

12 month (95% CI)

Rating average (95% CI)

Eagerness to retrieve

0.28 (−0.32 to 0.72)

0.16 (−0.56 to 0.75)

0.22 (0.10 to 0.33)

Investigative search

0.73 (0.29 to 0.91)

0.66 (−0.01 to 0.92)

0.70 (0.62 to 0.76)

Level of independence

0.09 (−0.48 to 0.61)

0.71 (0.10 to 0.94)

0.45 (−0.28 to 0.85)

Hunt drive

0.50 (−0.06 to 0.83)

0.67 (0.02 to 0.92)

0.59 (0.40 to 0.73)

Recovery of aid

0.38 (−0.22 to 0.77)

0.22 (−0.52 to 0.77)

0.30 (0.14 to 0.99)

Age average

0.42 (0.17 to 0.62)

0.52 (0.26 to 0.71)

Grand x̄ = 0.47 (0.37 to 0.56)

Note. Estimates of validity using the Pearson's are given with their associated 95% confidence intervals (CIs) in parentheses.

the rating with the second highest observed agreement (p < 0.05;
Figure 1a). Furthermore, there was non‐overlap of CIs between

3.2 | Funder's “good target”

the two ratings assessing a dog's ability to possess a scented towel

There was no evidence that the age of the dog influenced observer

(“physical possession” and “independent possession”) (p < 0.05;

agreement. The average novice agreement across ratings within

Figure 1a). Across 9‐ and 12‐month ratings, the ratings with the

each age met or exceeded 0.80. Agreement estimates at 3 and

lowest average inter‐observer agreement (“eagerness to retrieve”,

6 months of age had completely overlapping CIs. This was similar

“level of independence”, “hunt drive” and “recovery of aid”) had

for agreement estimates at 9 and 12 months of age (Table 1).

no overlap of CIs with the rating with the highest agreement (“investigative search”) (p < 0.05; Figure 1b). Furthermore, there was
non‐overlap of CIs between the rating assessing a dog's “level of

3.3 | Funder's “good judge”

independence” and the two ratings related to a dog's “eagerness to

The grand mean of validity estimates across ratings at 3 and

retrieve” and “hunt drive” (p < 0.05; Figure 1b).

6 months was high (r = 0.81; CI = 0.73–0.87), while the grand

6
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F I G U R E 2 Validity estimates (Pearson's r and 95% confidence intervals) for behaviours assessed across (a) 3‐ and 6‐month‐old dogs,
and (b) 9‐ and 12‐month‐old dogs, when novice ratings were compared to those given by experts. Different letters indicate statistical
significance. The dashed line represents “acceptable validity”
mean of validity across ratings at 9 and 12 months was much lower
(r = 0.47; CI = 0.37–0.56; Table 2). Validity estimates for ratings
ranged from 0.29 (“hunt grass”) to 0.99 (“hunt 2”) at 3 and 6 months
and ranged from 0.09 (“level of independence”) to 0.73 (“investigative search”) at 9 and 12 months. At 3 and 6 months, the rating with
the lowest validity, “hunt grass” (r = 0.30) had non‐overlapping CI
with “chase retrieve” (r = 0.88), “hunt 1” (r = 0.79), “hunt 2” (r = 0.97)
and “activity” (r = 0.78) (p < 0.05; Figure 2a). At 9 and 12 months, the
validity estimate for “eagerness to retrieve” (r = 0.22) had no overlap
in CIs with “investigative search” (r = 0.70) and “hunt drive” (r = 0.59)
(p < 0.05; Figure 2b).
The average validity estimates between expert and novice ratings at each age (an interaction between “good judge” and “good
trait”) ranged from strong to poor. Validity was strong at 3 months
(0.77) and 6 months (0.84), but poor at 9 (0.42) and 12 months
(0.52; Figure 3). Validity estimates for ratings across ages such as
“hunt 2” and “activity” increased significantly from 3 to 6 months,
whereas validity for “recovery of aid” significantly decreased from
9 to 12 months (p < 0.05; Table 2). In general, validity estimates
from ratings by the expert and novices for 9‐ and 12‐month‐old

F I G U R E 3 Average validity estimates (Pearson's r and 95%
confident intervals) for behaviours assessed in 3‐, 6‐, 9‐ and
12‐month‐old dogs when novice ratings were compared to those
given by experts. The dashed line represents “acceptable validity”,
whereas the vertical grey line delineates between the two different
measurement instruments

dogs were poor compared to those for 3 and 6‐month‐old dogs.
Four of seven ratings (57%) at 3 months had acceptable validity,

the ways in which reliability can arise in animal behavioural re-

and four of seven ratings (57%) at 6 months, but only one of five

search. We found that observers with the same level of experi-

ratings (20%) given at 9 months as well as 12 months, showed ac-

ence can reliably assess a wide range of different types of dog

ceptable agreement between observers of different experience

behaviours, i.e., there was no strong evidence of Funder's “good

levels (Table 2).

trait”. Although in some cases, agreement coefficients were different (i.e., “hunt grass” and “activity” at 3/6 months; “eagerness to
retrieve” at 9/12 months), the majority of behaviours (86%; 19 of

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

22) measured at all ages had acceptable (>0.70), and in many cases,
very high inter‐observer reliability. We found no strong evidence

In 1995, David Funder described four phenomena that can affect

for Funder's “good target”; our result showed that inexperienced

agreement between observers in behavioural studies: (a) good

observers tended to agree in their ratings when judging dogs at

trait, the possibility that some traits (or behaviours) might be more

different ages and using different measurement instruments. We

easily judged than others, (b) good target, the possibility that some

did, however, find effects of a “good judge”. The validity of novice

subjects might be more easily judged than others, (c) good judge,

ratings when compared to ratings given by an independent expert

the possibility that some observers are better judges than others,

appeared to be test specific with acceptable validity (>0.70) ob-

and (d) good information, the possibility that more or certain kinds

served only for 3‐ and 6‐month‐old dogs, whereas validity was

of information makes judging more accurate. For the first time, we

especially poor for dogs at 9 and 12 months of age using a differ-

extend this framework, intended for human psychology, to assess

ent measurement instrument.
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Novice observers agreed strongly on their ratings for all be-

at 9 and 12 months. In a comparable study, Fratkin et al. (2015) utilized

haviours. This result fits with the general pattern found in some stud-

the same measurement instrument (similar to the one used here at 3

ies (e.g., Ley et al., 2009), but not others (e.g., Dutton, 2008; Fratkin

and 6 months) across 3‐, 6‐, 9‐, and 12‐month‐old dogs and reported

et al., 2015) which report a mix of estimate effect sizes, some ac-

consistent but moderate (>0.54 but <0.66) validity for ratings across

ceptable and others lacking in reliability. For example, Dutton (2008)

all ages. On the other hand, Funder (1995) argued that the differences

reported high inter‐observer agreement for traits such as dominance,

between observer accuracy are produced by differential detection or

playfulness and neuroticism, whereas deceptiveness, trust and social

weight that different observers give to available cues. In our case, the

awareness, arguably subtler in nature, had low agreement in a study of

working dog expert, with decades of training and experience, may

captive chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). Fratkin et al. (2015) suggested

have been able to perceive behaviours in the dogs that the novices

that good agreement amongst observers may be more difficult to at-

were unable to do (e.g., postural and other subtle cues; Kristensen

tain for traits that involve a high degree of visual, physical, or tactile

et al., 2006). Given the goal of many university research programs

subtlety (see also Kristensen et al., 2006). In other words, the differ-

and animal behaviour laboratories to involve and utilize novices (e.g.,

ences in agreement amongst observers between traits/behaviours

undergraduates: Eagan, Sharkness, Hurtado, Mosqueda, & Chang,

may arise from the available visual cues that are easily interpreted by

2011), it is worth noting that our study along with others suggests

human observers (Funder, Kolar, & Blackman, 1995; Gosling, 2001;

that while novices may agree with themselves, they do not necessar-

John & Srivastava, 1999). Further empirical studies, along with subse-

ily agree with an expert (Hróbjartsson et al., 2013). Further research

quent meta‐analyses, are needed to identify any general patterns in

on the validity of behavioural measures given by different groups of

how or why some behaviours are easier to observe than others, and

people with different levels of experience is clearly needed.

whether this is taxa specific (see Gosling, 2001).

While our study design did not allow for a clear test Funder's

Assessing inter‐observer agreement across different develop-

fourth category, “good information”, it is worth noting two general

mental ages of subject animals is rare in animal behaviour (Kaufman &

themes in current animal behaviour methods that are relevant in

Rosenthal, 2009) including in dogs (but see Sinn et al., 2010; Fratkin

this respect. First, there are generally two different methods used

et al., 2015). The high agreement between the novices in our study

to record animal behaviour: behavioural codings and behavioural

at both 3/6 and 9/12 months may be partly explained because our

ratings (Gosling, 2001; Martin & Bateson, 1993; Wilsson & Sinn,

subject animal was the domesticated dog. Human–dog relationships

2012). Behavioural coding methods attempt to narrowly define

began almost 15,000 years ago (Bokkers, de Vries, Antonissen, &

discrete, observable behaviours and then use frequency counts

de Boer, 2012; Kaminski, Braeuer, Call, & Tomasello, 2009; Riedel,

and durations of those observed behaviours to code subject be-

Schumann, Kaminski, Call, & Tomasello, 2008), resulting in both spe-

haviour; behaviour codings are often based on species or pop-

cies becoming mutually perceptive of one another. High inter‐ob-

ulation ethograms. Ratings methods, on the other hand, rely on

server agreement amongst novice observers has also been observed

human observers to intuitively aggregate and interpret behaviour

in other domesticated animals, such as cows and pigs (Meagher, 2009;

for particular, pre‐defined traits. Ratings are usually based on

Wemelsfelder, Hunter, Paul, & Lawrence, 2012). While it is reassuring

Likert scales, for example, from one to five or one to seven, where

to know that oftentimes, at least with domesticated animals, novice

the number reflects the severity of the behaviour displayed by

observers of animal behaviour tend to agree, it is also true that due to

the subject animal as deemed by a human observer. Ratings can

the current lack of data from non‐domesticated species, it is unknown

be further delineated by the level of detail given to the observer

how novices might (dis)agree on the behaviour that they observe in

in terms of what each number in a scale represents. For exam-

other taxa. Studies that examine agreement between observers in

ple, some ratings give rigid detail for each level of a scale (e.g.,

non‐domesticated species are needed, which would allow for exciting

Godfrey, Bradley, Sih, & Bull, 2012), while other ratings, such as

future research questions regarding the differences in human per-

ours used here, require the observer to use more intuition as to

ception based on subject animals’ evolutionary background.

what “more” or “less” of a behaviour means (e.g., Wilsson & Sinn,

When comparing novice ratings to those given by our indepen-

2012). Having multiple observers give behavioural codings and

dent expert (our measure of validity), the age of the dog did not ap-

ratings to the same individuals or giving different ratings (some

pear to influence the agreement between the two types of observers

with more detailed information than others) could provide tests

when limiting the comparison to only 3 versus 6 months and 9 versus

as to how different measures with different types of embedded

12 months ratings. Ratings given to both 3‐ and 6‐month‐old dogs

information could yield higher/lower reliability or validity. Second,

had acceptable validity (validity coefficient = 0.77 and 0.84 respec-

video methods of animal behaviour studies are common. For some

tively), whereas ratings given to 9‐month‐old and 12‐month‐old dogs

types of behavioural measures (such as those observed here),

were low (0.42 and 0.52, respectively). Given that the age of the dogs

video methods may not matter. However, in some cases, inter‐ob-

and the measurement instrument used were confounded, we are un-

server agreement or criterion validity may also depend on whether

able to differentiate whether this result is caused by an age effect,

observers are allowed to watch animals in “real‐time” or whether

differences in the measurement instrument or a combination of both.

they measure behaviour from video at a later date. For videos, sub-

There is some evidence to support the idea that the differences in va-

tle behaviours or physical signals might be diluted or completely

lidity were determined by the change in the measurement instrument

lost (Diesel, Brodbelt, & Pfeiffer, 2008; Wells & Hepper, 1999).
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In general, tests of “good information” are also in need in animal
behavioural studies.
In the majority of animal behaviour studies, researchers have
failed to demonstrate that different observers watching the same
animal agree on what the animal is doing. We attempted to fill
this gap by adopting a framework intended for human psychology
(Funder, 1995) and applied it to animal research. This allowed us to
move beyond simply reporting reliability and instead begin to address the ways in which reliability (or lack of) may arise in animal
behavioural research. Interestingly, in our study, novices strongly
agreed with one another, but novices were not always in agreement
with the independent expert. It is currently unknown how widespread this phenomenon may be, but further tests of how different
groups of people may (dis)agree about behaviour across different
taxa are needed. This is especially pertinent as animal behaviour programs attempt to attract undergraduate volunteers and members of
the public, and to long‐term research projects that utilize a range of
observers with different levels of expertise.
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